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CICERO, ad Quintum fratrem i. 2. 13 (Tyrrell's
second edition, vol. 1, p. 332), alludes to a Greek
proverb opSkv rav vavv. Prof. Tyrrell in hig note
gives the entire expression from Victorius, adding how-
ever that he cannot discover where Victorius got it.
I find it in Aelius Aristides, Oratio EJwdiaca. Opp.
ed. Jebb, vol. i. p. 543, Canter ii. p. 346. The pas-
sage reads as follows : Katpbs 5c vvv...arrival Si vpbs
T)]V T{>XVV Xafivpusy 4v6v/i7j0eVTas vfiwv rbv TOV iroXirov
KvfiepvtjTOv \6yov, os %tpy\ x€t/JiaCofL^i/Vs avTtp TTJS yeis ,
Kal KaraSvaeadai TrpoaSoKwv, TOVTO 5^ TO dpvWovfievov*
a\\', & UoTftSdv, tail Sri opBav rav vavv KaraSuaa>
... us TOV fiiv atro\4a6ai teal KaraSvvai rijv vavv
T\\V TVXVV Kvpiav ofiaav ael, TOV Si a xph trpa-^ai vpb
TOVTOV, OVK€T' 4V a\Kcp T^V airalTTjaiv, aXX' ai/rov avr$
Tiva TOVTO otpelXovTa, KOI OV iiJtvov Kvpi6s ianv, oi>xl
Siov irpoKeieiv CTI fai/TO.

T. K. ABBOTT.

# *
*

A PARALLEL BETWEEN THE SIEGE OF PLATAEA
AND THAT OP S T . DAMIAN.

In reading the Commentaries of Blaise de Montluc
(called by Henry IV. 'le Bible des Soldats') I have
come across the following parallels to some of the
events in Thucydides' account of the attempt on
Plataea by the Thebans and of the subsequent siege.

Thus when the Thebans had effected their entrance,
the townsmen waited till the night was just ending
in the dawn before they sallied out from the houses in
which they had established themselves.1 So Montluc,
speaking of the surprise of St. Dainian in Piedmont
by the French in 1551, tells us that it was taken
' entre la pointe de jour et le soleil levant,'* and
exhorts captains always to have sentries properly
posted on the walls ' mesment sur la pointe du jour,
car e'est lors que les executions se font; on est las de
veiller et non pas 1'ennemy de vous guetter.'3 Montluc
gives a reason not unlikely to have operated on the
minds of the Plataeans as well as the local reason
given by Thucydides.

Again, the incident of the besieged Plataeane with-
drawing into the town through an opening in the wall,
the earth of the besiegers' mound,4 meets its parallel in
the siege of St. Damian by the Imperialists in 1553.
They had battered and effected a breach in the town
wall, and Montluc goes on to say 5 :—" Or les deux
jours derniers ils firent une grande batterie, et avoit

1 Thuc. I I . c. 3, s. 4.
2 Comm. de Montlue vol. 2, p. 79 ; vol. 21 of Fetitot'a Collec-

tion of Memoirex «ur VHUtoire de France.
3 Montluc supra, p. 81.
* Thuc. II. 0. 75. s. 6.
5 Moutluc 8U]>ra p 132.

fait faire le sieur dom Ferrand grand quantite de
fascines que les soldats espaignols, italiens et allemans
jettoient dedans mais autant qu'ils en jettoient,
le capitaine Charry, qui estoit dedans, les retiroit dans
la ville par un trou qu'ils avoient au dessous de la
bresche ; de sorte que, pensant que ledit fosse fut
remply, ils 1'envoyerent recognoistre en plain jour,
estant en bataille pour donner l'assaut; mais ils
trouverent qu'ils n'y avoit rien," &c. The siege was
raised two or three days after.

The last parallel is no less exact. It will be remem-
bered with what effect the escapiug Plataeans while
passing their last obstacle, the further ditch, poured
in their missiles on the guard coming up with
torches.6

The like befel at the siege of Sienna, where Montluc
commanded, in the city. Early in the morning of
Christmas Day 1554, the Imperialists attempted an
escalade, and succeeded in taking an outwork. Their
commander the Marquis of Marignan, on hearing of
this success, brought up the rest of his army in support,
but owing to the nature of the ground was not able to
get up till the besieged had time to retake the work.
'E t nous,' goes on Montluc,7 'qui pensions avoir
tout acheve, vismes venir tout leur camp, ayant plus
de cent cinquante torches ; ' and he was able to keep
up so well directed a fire of arquebuses on the
illuminated ranks of the enemy that they retired at
daylight. The latter, Montluc says,8 ' firent la plus
grande folie que gens pouvoient faire, car a la lumiero
des torches nous les voyions plus clair que s'il eust
este jour : s'il fussent venus a la faveur de la nuicts
ayec peu de lumieres ils nous eussent donne plus
d'affaires.' And further on,9 with reference to the
losses of the enemy he remarks : ' et ce qui leur en fit
tant perdre a eux fut la lumiere des torches qui faisoit
que les notres ne pouvoyent faillir.'

The besieged, when reduced to the last extremity,
obtained honourable terms, and the troops, accom-
panied by all the inhabitants who wished to leave,
marched out with all the honours of war. The two
commanders met and discoursed pleasantly, Montluc
taking an opportunity of saying to the Marquis,1"
' qu'il avoit fait une grande faute d'estre venu a moy,
comme firent les Juifs pour prendre nostre Seigneur,
car ils avoient apporte lanternes et flambeaux qui me
donnoit grand advantage. II me respondit, baissant
la teste, car ii estoit fort courtois : " Signor, un ultra
volta saro piu stibio" (Monsieur, je serai plus sage
une autre fols).'

V. T. THOMPSON.

Thue. III. T, 7 Montlao tupra p. 223. 8 Ib, p. 224.
9 Ib. p. 22j. i» Ib. p . 296.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
THE SO-CALLED ASIATIC TERRA-COTTA GROUPS.

THE subject of M. Reinach's paper is the summary
of a very pretty quarrel, of which some rumour at
least has probably reached most of our readers.
M. Reinach has done great service in the present
article by his succinct history of the campaign, which
is gradually reducing itself to an issue between
archaeologists and amateurs. The second half will
appear in next month's issue.—C.S.

IT an archaeologist ever attempts to retrace the his-
tory of antiquarian forgery, one of the most interest-

ing and attractive chapters of his book will be devoted
to terra-cottas, especially to those much admired and,
in our opinion, much over-rated groups which have
been known since 1880 as Cymaean, Myrinaean,
Ephesian, Asiatic in genere, &c. I have already
written a good deal on this subject, but the day is yet
far when it can be treated in a definitive form, as M.
Clermont-Ganneau has done in the case of the anti-
quarian forgeries in Palestine. The reason is that many
important pointR remain yet obscure and unsettled ;
we know very little concerning the origin* and the
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authorship of the forged groups, and that very little
can not be put down in print until it is proved beyond
discussion. For motives easy to understand, the
mention of proper names of dealers—pereant nominal
—must, as much aa possible, be avoided. However,
in a matter of that kind, disdainful or over-prudent
silence might lead to the same result as silent com-
plicity ; it is the duty of those who are convinced of
the existence of forgeries to warn the public and the
museums against them. That duty I have never
sought to escape, and I have recently had the pleasure
of converting some scholars to my opinion—a com-
pensation for the abuse which I have occasionally
met with from others. Still, a great many amateurs
and artists, and also a certain number of professional
archaeologists, uphold the antiquity and the excel-
lence of the groups in question. The majority of
them are unacquainted with the literature of the
matter, which has become rather considerable and is
not of easy access. The purpose of the present paper
is to give an historical review of the controversy from
the beginning, with the indication of the published
groups which are the elements of any objective judge-
merit, and of the pamphlets or minor articles which
refer to them. The motives for suspecting the Asiatic
groups will be stated in the review of the literature.
Although the groups are the most important elements
of the problem, I shall be obliged to mention now
and then other counterfeits which stand in close
relation to them ; but I will not enter here into close
discussion on the authenticity of the isolated statuettes
which seem equally subject to much doubt.

The vogue 01 Greek terra-cottas began in Paris about
1873, when the Tanagraean figures made their
triumphant appearance in the market. The first
terra-cottas from Myrina were discovered about 1874,
and studied at Ali-Aga by M. G. Hirschfeld (Ne'cro-
pole de Myrina, p. 3 ) ; among them were two re-
markable groups, one of which, now belonging to M.
Waddington, has been published by M. Froehner
(Terres-cuitesd'Asie-Mineure, pi. 24). Up to that date,
the only Asiatic terra-cottas known to scholars were :
1. The fragments discovered in Tarsos (Ainsworth &
Barker, Lares and Penates, London, 1853 ; Heuzey,
Gazette des Beaux Arts, Nov. 1876 ; Froehner, Terres-
cuites d'Asie, pi. 15; Mv&ies de France, pi. 30-34);
2. Some statuettes from the environs of Smyrna,
mentioned, but not published, by Weleker (Alte
Denkm., 1864, v. p. 483); 3. Fragments from
Smyrna belonging to M. Piot in Paris (Lenormant,
Catal. de la Collection de M. Engine P., Paris, 1870,
Nos. 220-231). About 1877, gilt terra-cottas, said
to have been discovered at Ephesos, reached the
museums of Berlin and the Parisian collections (cf.
Grwchische Terra-cotten aus Tanagra und Ephesos,
Berlin, 1878) ; some of them were groups, for instance,
that of Eros and Psyche {Revue Archiol., 1878, ii.,
pi. xix.). These gilt terra-cottas were mostly re-
touched and much completed, but they cannot be
looked upon as wholesale forgeries. Many gilt heads
and fragments from Smyrna entered the collections
at the same time. The real provenance was not in-
dicated, and the attribution to Ephesos was a false-
hood. Very few terra-cottas indeed have been
discovered at Ephesos, and those we know of are of a
trivial style (e. g., one Satyr in the British Museum,
with a (p engraved on the reverse, from Mr. Wood's
excavation).1 Discussion on the subject began in
1878, when a number of Asiatic terra-cottas appeared
in the Exposition, retrospective at the Trocadero in
Paris. M. Bode expressed the opinion that the gilt

1 Mr. Ramsay's statement on the non-existence of Ephesian
terra-cottas (Classical Review, 1888, p. 90, note 1), is not to be
taken quite literally.

terra-cottas were pasticcios {Beiblatt zur Zeitschrift f.
Mid. Kunst, 29 Aug. and 5 Sept., 1878 ; translated
in Rev. Archiol., 1879, i. p. 95). F. Lenormant
warned the public against the forgeries of Asiatic
terra-cottas {Bev. Arch., 1878, ii., p. 137), quoted
some of these as being imitations of Thorwaldsen and
Fogelberg, in the style of Canova and his school
(Contemporary Eevieiv, 1878, p. 858 and foil. ; Gazette
Archiol., 1878, p. 201 and foil.), adding that Rayet
denied the provenance to be Ephesos (Gaz. Arch.,
1878, p. 201). That very same year, the Berlin
Museum had received from Athens a number of so-
called Ephesian terra-eottas, which were soon proved
to be pasticcios and sent back to the dealer. Lenor-
mant (under the name of Lienard)2 alluded to the fact
{Gaz. Arch., 1879, i. p. 189-192), indicating (but not
naming) Longperier as one of the archaeologists who
most strongly suspected the figures from Ephesos.
In fact, Longperier, who had been intrusted with
the care of organizing the Exposition retrospective, had
rejected as forgeries several terra-cottas which were
presented to him, but I have been unable to ascertain
whether those figures belonged to the Ephesian class
or to the—then almost unknown—fabric of Myrina.

Next to Lenormant, O. Rayet took a part in the
debate. In 1878 {Gazette de Beaux Arts, Sept. 1878,
p. 362, reprinted in L'art grec au Trocade'ro, 1879, i.
p. 92 foil.) he mentioned the fabrics of Smyrna,
Magnesia, Pergamon, Miletos, Mylasa, and Tarsos,
and protested against the designation of Ephesian
terra-cottas ; he also discussed, but without coming
to a conclusion, the authenticity of a large Pan's head
in the Greau collection (published by Froehner, Torres-
cuites d'Asie Mineure, Collections Griau, pi. i., ii.).
In the catalogue of his own collection {Catal. de la
collection de M. O. Rayet, Paris, 1879, p. 30), he
briefly stated all that was known at the time concern-
ing Asiatic terra-cottas. He believed the majority of
the so-called Smyrnaean and Ephesian terra-cottas to
be genuine, but added that he had only seen a small
number of them, the principal dealer in statuettes of
that class not being his friend (an allusion to a well-
known antiquary, with whom Riiyet had quarrelled
at Athens). That same year (1879), M. Hoffmann,
the Parisian dealer, having received terra-cottas from
Aeolis, and wishing to settle the debate about their
genuineness, wrote to M. Waddington, who was then
minister, in order to obtain some information. M.
Waddington, as we have stated elsewhere in detail
{Necrop. de Myrina, p. 13), appealed to A, Baltazzi
(died Oct. 1887), the possessor of the site of Myrina,
and received in return some of the specimens which
had been discovered in 1874. The best results of this
enquiry were the excavations of the French school of
Athens at Myrina (1880-1883), together with my in-
vestigation in the necropolis of Kyme (1880-1881 ;
cp. Necrop. de Myrina, p. 506); these scientific ex-
cavations have been followed by many others of a
more doubtful character, but certainly attended with
success, so that almost all the museums in Europe
now possess authentic terra-cottas from Myrina (cf.
li-ev. Areheol., 1887, i., p. 100; 1886, ii., p. 8, &c).
The first terra-cottas from our excavations were pub-
lished in 1881 {Bull. Corr. Hellin., v. pi. 6 and foil.),
but no article relating to them appeared before 1883
{Bull., vii., pi. 81). We had good reason for being
cautious, knowing that Greek dealers had already
sent emissaries to Ali-Aga in order to corrupt our
workmen.

Meanwhile, the fabrication of the celebrated groups
had begun—no doubt in imitation of some authentic
ones which have hitherto remained unknown. As

3 Lienard, Fivel, llansell, Fapayannakis, Y, are all pseu-
donyms of Fr. Lenormant.
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early as 1880, a couple of them were exposed for sale
at Athens, and the dealer asserted confidentially that
they originated from Myrina, having been stolen by
our workmen. I have motives for believing, from
the description given by a friend, that one of the
groups in question was the Woman with the bull,
published by M. Babelon in the Gazette ArcMologique
(1882, p. 145, pi. 16), when it had become the pro-
perty of Mme. Darthes (collection Basilewsky in Paris).
At the time that group was engraved, the two first
issues of the Collection Camille Lecnyer, terres-cuites
antiques (Paris, 1882) had just appeared. The Woman
vrilh the bull was said to come from Kyme. M.
Babelon justly remarked that the style closely re-
sembled that of the groups in the Lecuyer collection.
' On devine la meme main, le meme artiste, ou au
moins la meme eeole, dans les traits de ces visages
ferainines, dans l'agencement des plis des vetements.'
Nor did M. Babelon overlook the Atiic character of
the composition, which he aptly compared to the
Nike with the bull from the Athenian balustrade, and
to a cognate bassorelievo found in Italy (KekuU, Die
Reliefs an der Balustrade, p. 5).

From 1879 to 1881, M. Froehner published his
Terres-cuites d'Asie Mineure (Paris, Hoffmann, with
forty plates.) PI. 2 is a funeral banquet which re-
appeared in the Castellani sale (cp.Bullett.dell Instil.,
17 Jan. 1879) ; it is certainly genuine, although the
heads affixed to the small figures do not belong to the
original. On pll. 17 and 24 are two genuine groups
from Myrina. The group on pi. 30, from the
Basilewsky collection, seems also genuine, but the
Pan and Bacchante, on pll. 39—40 (Basilewsky col-
lection) is, to say the least, very doubtful, and must
stand in close relation to the pseudo-Asiatic series
we are dealing with.

The Lecuyer collection has been published in six
folio issues, chiefly by the care of M. Cartault (Paris,
1882 foil., Eollin and Feuardent). The following
groups, reproduced in phototype, must be briefly
enumerated here, as they are the main representatives
of the so-called Asiatic class. The names inscribed in
parenthesis indicate the provenance assigned to them
by the editor.—lire livr. PI. 0. Dionysos et Methe
(Cyme.)—3e livr. PI. T-'. Barque de Charon (Cyme.)
—X3. Pan et Bacchante (Myrina.) Resembles the
Basilewsky group, Terres-cuites d'Asie Mineure, pi.
39.—Y2. Satyreet joueuse de cithare (Cyme.)—4e livr.
PI. M3. Pan et Nympho (As. Min.)—N3. Pan et
Bacchante (As. Min.)—O3. Silene et Dionysos enfant
(As. Min.)—U3. Eros couche pres d'une jeune femme
(As. Min.)—Y3. Jeune femme et ephebe assis sur un
rocher (As. Min.)—5« livr. PI. J4. Achille, Athene,
Agamemnon (As. Min.) A ridiculous forgery, suffi-
cient to throw discredit on the whole series.—K4.
Priam et Helene (As. Min.)—M4. Enfance d'Eros
(As. Min.)—N4. Aphrodite et Eros sur un dauphin
(As. Min.)—O4. Scene de toilette (As. Min.)—Q4.
Femme surprise au bain par un Satyre (As. Min.)
Ridiculous.—R4. Scene bacchique apres la vendange
(As. Min.)—S4. Genie aile enlevant une femme (As.
Min.)—X4. Centauie enlevant une femme (As. Min.)
—A5. Satyre et bacchante conduits par Eros (As.
Miu.)—B8. Scene pastorale (As. Min.) Very awkward.
—6e livr. PI. M5. Eros et Pan (As. Min.)—N5. La ren-
contre au tombeau (As. Min.) An evident imitation
of the well-known plaque estampee which equally be-
longed to the Lecnyer collection and had been pur-
chased at Athens by 01. Rayet. An attic stele is
figured in the middle.—O5. Une partie d'osselets a la
fontaine (As. Min.)—P5. Triomphe de Dionysos (An.
Min.)

We mention separately three groups of a rather
different style: 5" livr. PI. L4. Hermes et Kalypso

(As. Min.); U4. Herakles terrassant le lion; V4.
Thesee domptant le Taureau cretois (As. Min.) Of
course they may originate from the same modern
workshop as the others: quite as much can be said
about the large masks published in the second issue
(D2, E2, E2 bis, F2), which are by no means free from
suspicion. The reader will observe that, while the
names of Kyme and Myrina appear in the two first
issues, they are replaced, in the four last ones, by the
vague indication : Asie Mineure. At the end of the
sixth issue, M. Cartault very justly remarks: ' Les
indications recueillies de la provenance ne doivent
etre acceptees qu'avec reserves.' The authentic
statuettes from Myrina, which had become known in
the interval, dissuaded the Greek dealers from indi-
cating that origin and the Parisian ones from accept-
ing it. Nevertheless, the dilettanti and the public at
large continued to ascribe those pasticcios to Kyme,
My-rina or Ephesos—indeed, as we shall soon see,
archaeologists occasionally did the same.

A part of M. Lecuycr's collection—comprising many
genuine and first-class terra-cottas — was sold by
auction in Paris (April, 1883). A quarto catalogue
was published at the time by M. Froehner, with many
illustrations and twenty-nine phototypes. Several
groups of the Asiatic species are to be found on pll. iii.,
vi., viii., x. (Charon), xviii., xxi. PI. vi. (No. 56)
and pi. xviii., (No. 166) are said to come from Myrina;
the group of Charon (No. 119) is called ' un des chefs
d'oeuvre de la plastique grecque ! ' The results of the
sale were highly encouraging: the Charon group
fetched 8,000 francs and was purchased for Prince
Lichtenstein in Vienna.

As early as the end of 1881, I had visited the
Lecuyer collection in company with the late Olivier
Rayet. We were much puzzled by the Bark of Charon
(one of the few groups that M. Lecuyer then possessed),
but, as it was yet unedited and shown to us in a
private collection, we naturally kept our uneasiness
to ourselves. At the epoch of the Lecuyer sale, our
suspicion with regard to the groups was already shared
by a great many archaeologists. The British Museum
and the Louvre equally rejected the specimens which
were offered to them for purchase in 1883. The Vienna
Museum acquired but one, from a ' bekannter gviech-
ischer Kunsthandler ' (engraved in the Arch. Epigr.
Mittheil. ans Oesterr., vii. pi. iv., with an article by
M. Klein, p. 196). It is a careful specimen of the
Asiatic class, but it is a forgery, as has since been
acknowledged at Vienna. The Berlin Museum was
less cautious. At the Lecuyer sale, M. Furtwaengler
purchased the group of Pan with a Nymph (Frohner,
Calal., pi. xviii. and Cartault, Coll. Lecuyer, pi. X2)
and, from another source, a second group representing
the Bark of Charon (Archaol. Zeit., 1884, p. 66.) In
1884, the same museum bought a group representing
a female Ganymeda carried off by an eagle (' aus der
Gegend von Myrina' Arch Zeit., 1885, p. 156.) The
latter group (a curious forgery), has been published
by M. Furtwangler in the Uammlung Saburoff; it is
an imitation of the celebrated engraved mirror which
belonged to the same collection. We shall return in
a moment to the Bark of Charon.

At the end of 1884, in one of my Chroniqucs
d'Orient {Revue Archiol., 1884, ii. p. 93), I ventured
to write a few lines on the subject of the groups
ascribed to Kyme : ' Nous ne perdrons jamais une
occasion de protester contre cette attribution fan-
taisiste. L'origine de ces groupes nous est entierement
inconnue, bien que nous les croyons asiatiques.
Mais nous sommes certains qu'ils ne proviennent pas
de Cyme. Ajoutons d'ailleurs que leur authenticite ne
peut etre raisonnablement mise en doute.' This last
phrase was added to avoid the outbreak of a polemic
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which I stiil wished to defer. In the same article
(p. 95), I mentioned the Berlin group of Ganymedes,
which E. Curtius had presented to the Archaeologische
Qesellschafl in Berlin, as discovered in Myrina.
'Le nom de Myrina sert aujourd'hui, comme celui
d'Ephese il y a sept ou huit ans, de pavilion a des
marchandises d'origine et de valeur tres diverses.'
In a footnote, I protested against the name of ' terra-
cottas from Ephesos,' which was given, on a label in
the Louvre, to some heads coming evidently from:
Smyrna.

My suspicion as to the non-genuineness of the
groups had now risen to a subjective certitude. Not
only had I never seen in Asia Minor the smallest
fragment resembling them, but my friends in Smyrna,
to whom I repeatedly wrote about the matter after
my return to Paris, unanimously declared that no
such terra-cottas existed. I was acquainted with
the forgeries which were current in Smyrna, viz.
1. casts of genuine terra-cottas ; 2. patchwork from
genuine fragments ; 3. so-called Smyrna figures, con-
sisting of a genuine gilt head and a more or less
patched up body : many Hercules of that class exist
in collections, see (Revue Areheol. 1886, ii. p. 94, 95
and note); 4. Large terra-cottas, single figures and
groups, said to originate from Crete, in general quite
valueless and only capable of deceiving innocent
tourists. I knew that no man in Smyrna, nay, that no
Greek artist, was (nor is) capable of modelling a
group like that of Charon, which deceived the most
clever amateurs in Paris and Berlin. Authentic or
not, the groups could not be Asiatic.

Early in 1885, M. von Duhn published the Charon
of the Berlin Museum (Arch.. Zett., 1885, pi. i.),
together with a sketch of the Lichteustein (formerly
Lecuyer) group representing the same scene (p. 10).
I seized the occasion to state my opinion in the New
York Nation (24 September, 1885): the principal
passage of my article runs as follows (p. 266) : 1

' I n 1880 I dug in Cyme for two months, and
only found three terracottas of a very common
style; the finer fragments I could collect did not
bear the slightest resemblance to most of the so-
called Cymcean terracottas in Continental collections.
The latter are generally large groups, which appear
to have been stuck together from very numerous
fragments. Strangely enough, no fragment is mis-
sing, and the heads, especially, are always in a perfect
state of preservation. Now, any one who has
witnessed diggings in a Greek necropolis, knows that
entire terracotta figures are very seldom to be met
with, and that the greater part of them seem to have
been purposely mutilated when buried in company
with the dead. Moreover, the Cymcean groups are
covered with a kind of yellowish varnish, alternating
with large white spots and exceedingly vivid colours
on the heads and attributes of the figures. Again,
the draperies are quite different from what might
reasonably be expected: instead of the bold and
simple movements familiar to Greek sculpture, we
find a mass of minute folds which recall the wrinkled
surface of a troubled sea.

'Now, these Cymoean groups are of uncommon
beauty and size, some of them numbering five or
six figures worked out with the utmost accuracy.
For a year or two past they have been simply styled
" Asiatic terracottas," and the dealers have dropped
the name of Cyme, just as they had previously sup-
pressed the suspicious name of Ephesus. It is
whispered among dealers and amateurs that the real
origin of these figures is kept a secret by some
privileged diggers, who naturally wish the Turkish

1 Some passages from my article have been reprinted in
American Journ. Of Archaeol., 1S85, p. 429.

Government not to interfere with their business.
The precious statuettes find their way to Europe in
passing through Athens, but no one can tell what
route they have followed on their way to Athens
from Asia Minor. A German archaeologist, Von
Duhn, recently published in the Archaologische
Zeitung two very beautiful groups of the Cymseo-
Ephesian class, representing a young maiden led
by Hermes to Charon's boat—a representation not
uncommon on white Ueythi discovered in Attica.
Herr von Duhn, justly struck by so close an analogy,
ventures to suppose that the so-called Asiatic groups,
and particularly the two specimens he describes,
originate in Attica and not in Asia Minor ; they are
styled Asiatic by the dealers, on account of the severe
laws existing in Greece against secret digging and the
export of antiquities. The German scholar may be
right, and even more so than he himself seems to
believe. I agree with him in thinking that these
celebrated groups come from Athens, but I am by no
means certain that they were discovered in tombs.

' The question remains whether Asiatic groups are
patchwork or original achievements—whether some
parts of them or the whole must be assigned to a
recent period of Greek history. This difficult
problem cannot be met with a general answer. I
have seen groups belonging to either class. But this
is only a personal and subjective view of the matter.
I sincerely hope that the mysterious necropolis may
yet be discovered—somewhere perhaps between
Ephesus and Cyme—and that its discovery will
oblige me to confess thas I am a very poor judge
of Greek terracottas.'

M. Furtwangler replied to M. von Duhn in the
Arch. Zeitung (1885, p. 153), affirming—strangely
enough — that the ' vorziigliche Relief' of Charon
certainly originated from the 'so ergiebige Gegend
von Myrina und Kyme.' He added that the Lichten-
stein group, which had formerly been looked upon as
Tanagraean, undoubtedly belonged to Myrina. A
third group of Charon, said M. Furtwangler, is now
iu the hands of a dealer, and comes from the same
region of Asia Minor. The imitation of Attic se-
pulchral reliefs and vases, which had struck M. von
Duhn, had nothing astonishing for M. Furtwangler,
who quoted, as a parallel instance, a 'splendid'
group belonging to Baron L. de Hirsch, where several
figures are assembled around a tomb. M. Furtwangler
has since disavowed his article, but it was necessary
to mention it in our historical review of the
debate.

In my answer to M. Furtwangler's note (Bevue
arehiol., 1886, I. p. 159), I insisted upon the resem-
blance of the Charon group with Attic lecythi on the
one hand, and, on the other, with the marble vase of
Myrina published by M. Eavaisson in 1876 (now in
Athens). ' Nous nous contenterons de demander a
quelle epoque de l'art attique ou greco-romain la
draperie d'une femme a ete traite'e comme Test celle
de la jeune fille du groupe de Berlin... M. de Duhn
a raison lorsqu'il refuse de considerer comme asiatique
une terre-cuite representant une scene qu'on ne trouve
absolument que dans l'art attique, et cela pendant une
periode assez restreinte, bien anterieure a l'epoque ou
les necropoles de l'Asie Mineure se peuplaient de
statuettes en terres-cuites... De quel droit attribue-
t-on ainsi a Myrina des groupes admirables, je le veux
bien, mais qui ne ressemblent en rien aux oeuvres
authentiques qu'on y a trouvees, des groupes tout a
fait attiques d'inspiration, je le veux bien encore,
mais tres peu attiques, a mon humble avis, et encore
moins asiatiques de facture...' I added in a foot-
note (p. 160): ' La provenance d'Heraelee a Crete ne
serait pas non plus a dedaigner, mais il ne s'agit pas
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de la Crete du temps d'Ephnenide. M. Rossbach,
rendant compte de l'exposition des terres-cuites de
Myrina au Musee du Louvre (Deutsche Literatur-
zeitung, 9 Janvier, 1886) exprime le plaisant regret
que l'Ecole Francaise n'ait pas decouvert en Eolide
" de ces groupes qui nous donnent souvent les eclair-
cissements les plus etonnants sur les ouvrages de
l'ancienne plastique monumentale, groupes dont de
beaux specimens, provenant de Myrina (???), sont
tennis dans la nouvelle collection C. L..." Mais
depuis quand trouve-t-on des Padouanes a Pompeii, du
strass a Golconde, ou de la margarine a Isigny ?'

My allusion to a Cretan origin was caused by a
letter from M. Dem. Baltazzi, where my valued friend,
who has always shared my opinion as to the groups,
mentioned a man from the Piraeus who, having com-
mitted a murder, fled to Herakleia, and was supposed
to be a clever forger of antiquities (see Rev. arch.
1886, II. p. 94). English readers must, perhaps, be
told that margarine is a kind of adulterated butter,
and that Isigny is a place in Normandy where the
best genuine butter is produced.

SALOMON REINACH,
Assistant-Keeper in the Museum

of Saint Germain, Seine et Oise.

(To he continued.)

CHRYSE.

THE simplest form of the story of Philoctetes is
that of the Kypria, according to which he was bitten
by a snake while the Greeks were feasting in the
island of Tenedos. We hear of Clrryse for the first
time in the tragedies of Euripides and Sophocles.
In Sophocles Chryse is both the name of the goddess
and that of the island where her secret grove was
situated. The snake is the guardian of her T^UCVOJ.
Phil. 1327, XpiioTjs ireAewrflels <pi\aitos hs rhv a.Ka\v<prj
trrjicbv 4>uA<&o*(T€i Kpvipios otKovpwv $<pts. A c c o r d i n g
to Euripides, if we may judge of the contents of
his prologue from the metrical argument to the
Philoctetes of Sophocles, Philoctetes was bitten
because he pointed out to the Greeks the buried altar
(jSw/ubi' imicexmrlt*>'ov) of Chryse, here identified with
Athena. He alone knew where the altar was, as he had
visited it in the company of Herakles.

Xpvarj, the gold island, was a name of Thasos,
(Eust. ad Dion. Per. 517). If we assume, what is very
probable, that there was an old legend there of a
dragon which guarded the buried gold, we can under-
stand how the story of Philoctetes was localised there,
and we may regard the form under which it meets us
in the drama as specifically Thasian. There is first
of all the simple story of the dragon guarding the
gold. Then the place of the buried treasure is taken
by the altar and image of an ancient goddess, the
protectress of the island, the worship of whom is said
to have been introduced by Herakles (Herakles in
Thasos, Apollod. II. 5, 9), the idea of the buried gold
surviving in the fiufibs ivitcexuanivos. Subsequently
the island of Chryse was sought near Lemnos and, as
it could not be found, was either said to have been
submerged (Paus. 8, 33, 4) or was identified with the
small island of Ne'oi, (Steph. Byz. s.v). The similar-
ity of the legends of Chryse and the golden fleece
accounts for the form of the story where Jason is the
founder of the altar. Polygnotos and his brother
Aristophon both painted Philoctetes. The picture
of the former in the Pinacotheca represented Diomede
taking the bow away, that of Aristopbon probably
shewed Philoctetes bitten by the serpent. As the
story of Chryse can be traced to no Epic source,
Sophocles and Euripides may have derived it from

the Thasian pictures. Three vase-paintings relating
to this story have been published, (1) stamnos witli
Philoctetes bitten by the snake in the presence
of Diomedes, Agamemnon, Achilles Mon. VI. 8.
(2) fragments of a crater with the same subject,
Millingen, Peintures, pi. 50. (3) a crater with the
sacrifice of Herakles to Chryse on his way to Troy,
Ar. Zeit. 1845 pi. 35, 1). Common to all these is
the remarkable idol of Chryse which holds its hands
upwards and outwards, a gesture said by Roscher,
Lex. p. 2092, to be typical of a birth-goddess. This
image is obviously not a work of fancy, but the copy
of an idol which' existed somewhere : very probably
it is the Thasian goddess and it doubtless appeared
on the picture of Aristophon. The three Philoctetes
vases differ so mtich that we cannot unfortunately
learn anything from them regarding the style of
Polygnotus or his brother. The Philoctetes on
(1) appears to bear some resemblance to several
of the figures on the great Orvieto Crater {Mon. XI,
38, 39), which, it has been conjectured, gives us the
best idea of the work of this master, but this resem-
blance is perhaps more fancied than real. The compos-
ition of the Philoctetes vase is weak ; the face of the
sufferer alone is not drawn in profile, because it was
impossible thus to express acute physical pain, while
on the Orvieto Ci'ater many figures are drawn en face
without any such necessity. Of more importance is
the appearance of the idol of Chryse in the scene of
the rape of the Leucippidae on the Meidias vase.
This establishes a relation between the vase and1 the
picture of Polygnotus, which is confirmed' by the
occurrence on the vase of Polygnotie nrotives, and
names, and perhaps by the juxtaposition of this scene
and an'Argonautic episode, as in the case of the
original.

W. R. PATON.

AMORGOS.—The French School of Archaeology have
obtained permission to dig on this island, and have
found the steps of some ancient building and a long
inscription (Athenaeum, March 17). These excava-
tions ought to throw more light on the pre-Mykenae
period of art, of which specimens were recently
obtained here by Bent and Diimmler. C. S.

ATHENS.—The excavations at the south-east corner
of the Parthenon have further resulted in the dis-
covery of two archaic heads, in marble and terra-
cotta, a marble xoanon holding in the right hand a
lyre, and a marble relief with the head of a horse, to
which the bronze bit still adheres : also the border of
a vase with a chariot race in relief. The ancient road
from Athens to the Academy has been hit upon during
some excavations near the silk factory : it is in good
condition, although not paved.

The American school hope for great results from
Kephissia, where they have obtained permission to
dig (Athenaeum, March 3, p. 283). C. S.

ATTIKA.—The PMlohgische Wochenschrift of Feb.
25 reports that one of the members of the American
School has been digging on a site supposed by
Milchhbfer to mark the deme Ikaria. This conjecture
is confirmed by the discovery (Feb. 4) of important
remains of the old temple of Dionysos, a marble
seat, inscribed stelae, and an inscription recording
the honours and crown decreed by the Ikarieis to their
Demarch Nikon. C. S.

CONSTANTINOPLE.—The so-called 'discovery of the
sarcophagus of Alexander the Great among those
recently brought from Saida, containing the body of
the monarch' (reported in the Daily News, March
11, and copied into other English papers), is an
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archaeological canard such as foreign correspondents
not unfrequently perpetrate. Probably it has arisen
in this case out of some assertion by Hamdy Bey such
as that one of the Saida sarcophagi was sculptured
in the time of Alexander. C. S.

CYPRUS.—The Athenaeum of March 10 publishes
a letter from Mr. E. A. Gardner, dated Papho, Feb.
18, from which I extract the following. On the
site of the temple, various pavements and walls have
been discovered, sufficient for at any rate a partial recon-
struction of the plan: eleven Greek and two Cypriote
inscriptions: besides many others at Paphos and in
the villages round. ' Most of these are on bases of the
Ptolemaic period, and throw some light on the his-
tory of that time. One was on the pedestal of the
statue erected by the Paphians to Tiberius in gratitude
for his rebuilding their temple. Another is a letter of
Antiochus to Ptolemy Alexander concerning certain
Seleucians who had done a service to his father.
The most interesting, perhaps, is a record of the
contributors to the 'EKatoxp'vriav. Two statues have
been found, one small and rude in style, the other in
poor condition and of a late period.' The pottery
obtained from the tombs is mostly of the late Cypriote
type, but includes one vase of Mykenae style. One
stele has been found with rough volutes, another
with an ornament in blue and red paint, and a
Cypriote inscription. C. S.

ELIS.—In the village of Varvasseria, a marble
group has been discovered of a lioness tearing to
pieces a ram. ' The work is of the Hellenic period,
and the execution excellent.' The Government propose
to excavate (Athenaeum, March 3). C. S.

KYME.—Three marble statues have been found
here (Asia Minor) representing Hera, Aphrodite, and
Apollo, also two heads of emperors, one of which
seems to be Tiberius. 'All are of Roman period, but
of good style, and seem the work of able sculptors.'
They are to be placed in the Imperial museum at
Constantinople (Athenaeum, March 3). C. S.

OROPOS.—In the. Mittheilungen, 1886, p. 329,
Dbrpfeld mentioned the excavations at the large
stoa in front of the temple, and the discovery of a
theatre northwards in very good preservation. The
stoa has now been cleared: it is 110 metres long,
and from its proximity to the theatre served doubt-
less for the convenience of playgoers. Its front was
on one of the long sides, which was faced with about
fifty Doric columns: on the other three sides were
walls, composed of large slabs in the lower courses,
surmounted by smaller slabs, with traces of red and
green colour. Kound these walls were placed marble
seats, some of which are inscribed with the names of
the donors. The stoa was divided laterally into three
portions, consisting of a central hall (divided length-
ways by Ionic columns) and two much smaller wings.
These are separated from the central hall by walls of
poros, with doorways in the centre.

The chief sculptures found are two representations
of Amphiaraos : the one is a statue of him leaning on
a snake-bound staff, like Asklepios: the other, a
relief, shows him standing beside the chair of
Hygieia, while at an opening above is a head of Pan
playing on a reed. Numerous inscriptions were
found relating to the cult, and showing that the
games were celebrated every five years (Phil. Woch.
March 3). C. S.

PERUGIA.—In a tomb here has been found a set of
tesserae for a game of counters : 16 of these have on
one side a number, on the other a word : 33 of marble
in elliptic form, two of which have words : and 816

hemispheres of blue, yellow, and white glass: two glass
rings of greenish colour: and about 15 spheres of
coloured glass. Of those inscribed, the words on the
first twelve imply something opprobrious, such as
'moechus,' 'vappa,' etc.: the 13th is doubtful, 'vix
r ides ' : while the higher numbers are all of good
intent, such as on 25, ' benignus'; and on 60, which
was probably the highest possible, 'felix' (Phil.
Woch. p. 228). C. S.

ROME.—A large arch has been discovered at the
foot of the Aventine, built of massive blocks of tufa :
under the arch passed a Eoman road, and close by
very ancient constructions may be traced on the rock,
which are thought to be remains of the wall of
Servius Tullius. The arch is supposed to be the
ancient Porta Trigemina, and the road would in that
case be the Clivus Publicus.

Under the Porta Salera have been found inscrip-
tions and tombs : one inscription gives a fragment of
the Roman calendar, with the feasts from the 14th to
21st August (Athenaeum, March 10). C. S.

TUASOS.—I regret to say that Mr. Bent has been
compelled to abandon his project of excavating in
Thasos, owing to the impossibility of coming to a
reasonable understanding with the Turkish autho-
rities. C. S.

THEBES.—The excavations on the site of the
temple of the Kabeiroi were on Jan. 17 suspended
for the time being. Among the numerous objects
discovered is a kantharos inscribed S/wcphs aytflrjice
Ka0eipcf> Kal muSl, and a large seat with a similar
dedication. The entire Up6v lies in a hollow
between two hills. Of the temple, which consisted
only of a vpiyaos and <TT)K6S, only the foundations
now remain. Traces of three periods can be distin-
guished : the first reaches back well into the seventh
century, the second is attributed to the time of the
Persian wars, and the third dates from Macedonian
times (Phil. Woch. March 10). The following inscrip-
tion has reached me by the kindness of M. Eustratios
Calopais, advocate at Thebes, who discovered it in
the course of archaeological researches on the site of
the temple of the Kabeiroi: it was after his discovery
that the German Institute at Athens commenced
excavations there.

HvpplSas 'A8avirjos
'Apurroyirav NiKoSa^
©niri/tos XloKvffTpira
KOWHTTSVIKOS MeAfovra

TlapayuyeUs $i\wv A/iivlxios
'Epovl-i\aos AioStopu Aafiafflas TlTojiavos
'Itr/ievtas $i\o/ict\lSao BoixaV Faffrtrjos,
AVTAVOOS ZvSvu'iX" Nv/ielyios 'Aowrroidpu.
Tlvpfths MvaffTix'itiao

The inscription is interesting as recording the
existence of the Ka0ipi<lpx'n, a new (?) meaning of the
word irapayuyeis, and several important additions to
our lists of Boeotian names. C. S.

Beschreiliiing der Qlyptothek Konig Ludwigs I.
Zu Munchen ; von Heinrich Brunn. 5te Anflage.
Pp. vi., 292. 8vo. Mk. 2. Ackennann, Munchen,
1887.

THIS edition is of the same form and appearance as the
fourth, l)ut contains eight more pages.

The new monuments described are :—
85, a. (p. 106), a marble votive relief, said to be from

Corinth, acquired in 1882.
IX. c. (p. 194), Head of Diana—Italian marble—

of second century, A.D.

'Apurrlas Nmi-mrios
Awviaixos SevoKpirw
QtiicpiTos Kov\uvos

i ' l
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IX. d. (p. 195), Head of Venus—Greek marble—of
about the same date.

301, b. (p. 280), Half-Herme of Bacchus—marble—
from Aquileia, presented 1885.

Among the alterations in the descriptions, we find
that the Apollo from Tenea is more probably a portrait
statue to adorn a grave than one of a deity. Several
statues that in the last edition were assigned to
Roman, are now referred to Alexandrine times, i. e.,
127, 128 (Medusa Rondanini), 134 and x. c.

Most change, however, is to be found in the
accounts of the portrait statues : thus—

X. d. (p. 204), formerly Diadumenianus, is now
the younger Philippus, and 152, onee considered a
portrait, is now Aesculapius. The claims of 217,
243, and 272, to the names generally given them are
questioned, and those given or suggested for 159,172,
178, 179, 184, 214, and 264, are rejected. References
to Bernoulli's work have been introduced throughout.

W. C. F. ANDERSON.

Revue beige de Numismatique, volume for 1887.
A. de Schodt:—-'The " Sidus Julium" on the coins
struck after the death of Caesar.'

Revue NwmismMique, 3rd ser. vol. vi. 1888. Premier
trimestre.

A. Sorlin-Dorigny: — ' Gold sepulchral obol of
Cyzicus.' A thin gold bracteate with the type of
the Capricorn and the inscription K V H K HN, pro-
bably of the time of Augustus, or later. Several similar
specimens have been found in tombs near Cyzicus,
and the writer suggests that they were specially made
to serve as Charon's fee and were not current coins.
In some of the Cyzicus tombs copper coins (also with
the type of the Capricorn) served a similar purpose.

J. Svoronos :—' Inedited Cretan coins.' 1. Copper
coins inscribed A N i l are attributed to the little-
known town Anopolis. 2. Dreros : no coins have
hitherto been assigned to this somewhat important
place. Some rude copper pieces with the types head
of Pallas and Caduceus and the inscription A P are
here assigned to it. 3. Erannos : silver and copper
coins with a monogram read by Mr. Svorouos E P AN
are for the first time attributed to this town. Dr.
Imhoof-Blumer, however, informs me that he still
adheres to the view expressed in his Monnaies grecques
that the specimens are of Asia Minor, probably
Pisidian or Pamphylian.

Zeitschriftfiir Numismatik (Berlin), vol. xv. part 4,
1887.

Th. Mommsen:—'The fifteen mints of the fifteen
"Dioceses" of Diocletian.' Mommsen maintains
that each Diocese had a single mint. The apparent
exceptions of Gaul and Vienna are discussed. A use-
ful list, drawn up by Mr. Head and Dr. Dressel, of
Roman coins struck in Britain is inserted. Mommsen
thinks that Britain had only one mint—Londinium,
and doubts the attribution of the coins with the mint-
mark ' C' &c. to a mint at Camulodunum (Colchester).
But no explanation of the mint-mark is offered.

Th. Mommsen :—' Equitius.' On the inscription
ABQVITI (AEQVIT or EQVITI) which was shown by
Missong (Num. Zeitschrift, 1873, p. 102 f.) to be in-
dicated on coins of the Emperor Probus. Missong

suggested that ' Aequiti' was an abbreviation for
'Aequitati.' Mommsen sees in it the name of a mint-
official, Equitiusor Aequitius.—Max Schmidt:—' (\K
and N( X. XC on gold coins of the mint of Nieomedia.'—
Svoronos:—'The Cretan coins with M X 1 A A I H N . '
Describes a didrachm in the Florence collection : obv.
head of Zeus, rev. M H A A I X i N , bull's head
facing. Svoronos assigns the coin to a Cretan town
Modaia (probably near Polyrhenium), and not to
Matalia as Sallet suggested.—U. Wilcken :—'Onthe
currency of the Egyptian drachm.'—U. Wilcken :—
' On the titles of Vaballathus.' Review.—Mommsen's
article : ' Mithradates Philopator Philadelphus' in
the Zeil. f. num. xv., by Th. Reinach, who opposes
Mommsen's view.

WAKWICK WROTH.

Builder.

Feb. 25. A full report of Mr. A. S. Murray's
lecture at the Royal Academy on the sculptures
recently discovered on the Akropolis.

March 3. Mr. Statham's address to the Hellenic
Society on ' Greek Mouldings': the object was to
induce the Society to get together materials for a
complete illustration of the various forms of Greek
mouldings in full-size sections. Dorpfeld's paper on
the ' Old Athene Temple of the Acropolis.' Recent
discovery at Athens. Sketch of the Roman theatre
at Aries.

MarchlO. Bruun'sDenkmaler. AntikeDenkmaler,
vol. ii.

Journal of Hellenic Sttidies. 1887. Vol. viii. No. 2.

1. Murray : the Pasiades alabastos and the
Oidipous lekythos from Cyprus : two plates.
2. Michaelis : the Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles:
list of copies and variations of type : he agrees with
Treu in considering the Olympia head (here auto-
typed) the best replica : woodcuts, plate. 3. Hogarth :
twenty-seven Greek inscriptions collected at Salonica
last April. 4. Hogarth and Ramsay: thirty-eight
inscriptions from Badinlar and Ortakeui. 5. Hicks :
the Thasian Decree, found by Mr. Bent. 6. Hicks
and Bent: forty-three inscriptions from Thasos : and
a note on buildings excavated there. 7. Harrison :
a Panaitios kylix with the myth of Itys and Aedon :
two cuts. 8. Paton: vases from Kalymnos and
Karpathos : a study on the early history of Hellenic
pottery: two cuts, plate. 10. Ramsay: the Cities
and Bishoprics of Phrygia, part ii., with map.

Reviews: Pottier and Reinach's ' Necropole de
Myrina'; Furtwangler and Lbschcke's 'Mykenische
Vasen'; Heydemann's ' Jason in Colchis ' ; Robert's
' Archaologische Marchen' ; Urlichs' ' Ueber griech-
ische Kunstschriftsteller ' ; Robinson's ' Descriptive
Catalogue of Casts at Boston' ; Ronchaud's ' Par-
thenon ' ; Collignon's ' Pheidias'; Kirchhoff's ' Stu-
dien ' 4 ; Robert's ' Greek Epigraphy'; Studniczka's
' Altgriechische Traeht ' ; Helbig's ' Homerische
Epos' 2 ; Gardner's ' Coins of Peloponnesus ' ; Haver-
field's 'Topographical Model of Syracuse.' Index
to volumes i. -viii. C. S.

(The remaining summaries of this month are post-
poned for want of space.)


